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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENTS 
G. CHARTRAND, Y. ALAVI, D. L. GOLDSMITH, L. LESNIAK-FOSTER and D. R. LICK, The 
Theory and Applications of Graphs, Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference c,n the Theory 
and Applieations of Graphs, May 6--9, 1980, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI, (Wiley, 
New York-Chiehester-Brisbane--Toronto--Singapore, 1981) 611 pp. 
Dedication. Preface. Acknowledgements. J. Akiyama and E Harary: A Graph and its Complement 
with Specified Properties VII: A Survey. A.E Alameddine: Directed Graphs and Convergence. C
Bailey, J. Kennedy and E. Palmer: Points by Degree and Orbit Size in Chemical Trees, I. D. Bauer, 
F. Boesch, (7. Suffel, and R. Tindeil: Connectivity Extremal Problems and the Design of Reliable 
Probabilistic Networks. L.W. Beineke and ZW. Moon: On Bipartite Tournaments and Scores. N.L. 
Biggs: Covering Biplanes. G.S. Bloom, A. Gewirtz, £ W. Kennedy, and P.Z Wexler: Eodermdromes: 
A Graph-Theoretical Tool for Linguistics. G.S. Bloom, J.W. Kennedy, and L. V~ Quintas: Distance 
Degree Regular Graphs. R. Bolze and H. Harborth: The Ramsey Number r(K4-x, Ks). I.A. 
Bondy: Integrity in Graph Theory. A. Bouchet: Covering Triangulations with F,Mds. E Buckley and 
L. Superville: The Adjointed Number and Graph Homomorphism Problems. S.A. Burr, I;'. Erd6s, 
R.J. Faudree, C.C. Rousseau, and R.H. Schelp: Ramsey-Minimal Graphs for Matchings. M. 
Capobianco: Collinearity, Distance, and Conn.eetedness of Graphs. G. Chartr~and, R.J. Gould, A.D. 
Polimeni and C.E. Wall: Bigraphical Sets. E Chartrand and E.A. Nordham: Graphs Hamiltonian- 
Connected from a Vertex. G. Chartrand, A.D. Polimeni, C.C. Rousseau J. Sheehan, and M,J. 
Stewart: On Star-Book Ramsey Numbers. A.G. Chetwynd and R.J. Wil,,;en: Snarks and Super- 
snarks. P.Z. Chinn, F.R.K. Chung, P. ErdSs, R.L. Graham: On the Bandwidths of a Graph and its 
Complement. ER.K. Chung: Some Problems and Results in Labelings of Graphs. F.R.K. Chung, D. 
Coppersmith, and R.L. Graham: On Trees Containing All small T'~ees. R.£ Cook: Multi- 
Embeddings and Generalized Thickness. D. Cvetkoofc: A Project for Using Computers in Further 
Development of Graph Theory. D. Duffus, R.J. Gould, and M.S. Jacobson: Forbidden Subgraphs 
and the Hamiltonian Theme. R. Entringer. Girth of Cubic Graphs with Annular Symmetry. P. 
ErdSs: Problems and Results in Graph Theory. P. ErdSs and S. Schuster: Existence of Complemen- 
tary Graphs with Specified Independence Numbers. R.J. Faudree, C.C. Rousseau, and R.H. Schelp: 
Generalizations of a Ramsey Result of Chvtftal. O. Frank: On Random Planar Graphs. F. Harary: 
Generalized Ramsey Theory I to XIII: Achievement and Avoidance Numbers. L.B. Hopkdns and 
W.T. Trotter. A Bound on the Interval Number of a Complete Multipartite Graph, J.W. Kennedy: 
Icydes--l. R.J. Kimble, Jr.: Existence of Graphs W~,ere Almost Every Edge is Pseudosimilar. R.J. 
Kimble, Jr. and A.J. Schwenk: On Universal Caterpillars. U. Kr~senstjema-Hofstr~m andB. Tort. 
Some Remarks on Hadwiger's Conjecture and its Relation to a Conjecvare of Lovfisz. L. Lesniak- 
Foster and R. Ringeisen: Decision Points in Mission Networks. C.M. Mynhardt: A Generalisation f 
a Theorem of Blanche Descartes R.J. Opsut and ES. Roberts: On the Fleet Maintenance, Mobile 
Radio Frequency, Task Assignment, and Traffic Phasing Problems. A.D. Polimeni, H.J. Straight, 
and J. Yellen: Arrowing Results for "Frees versus Complete Graphs. G. Ringd: A Nine Color 
Theorem for the Torus and the K~ein Bottle. Z. Skuf~,i~n: On Homogeneously Traceable Nonhamil- 
tonian Digraphs and Oriented Graphs. P.J. Slater: Centrality ,of Paths and Vertices in a Graph: 
Cores and Pits. P.K. Stockmeyer; Which Reconstruction Results are Significant? D.P. Sumner; 
Subtrees of a Graph and the Chromatic Number. M.M. Sy.~lo: On Some Problems Related to 
Fundamental Cycle Sets of a Graph. C. Thom~sen: La~adau's Characterization of Tournament 
Score Sequences. C. Zamfirescu: Local and Global Charact~'rizations f Middle Digraphs. Suggested 
Open Problems by Conference Participants. 
A.J. BRENTJES, Multi-Dimensional Continued Fraction Algorithms, Mathematical Centre Tracts 145 
(Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam, 1981) 183 pp. 
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Acknowledgements. List of Symbols and Notations. Introduction. Chapter 1: The continued [faction 
algorithm. The algorithm. Convergence. A geometrica interpretation. Quadratic irrationals. Chapter 
2, Multi-dimensional continued [raction algorithms. Notations and preliminaries. Multi-dimensional 
continued fraction algorithms. Convergence. The linear Diophantine quation. Outline. Chapter 3: 
Vectorial algorithms. Introduction. Division or subtraction? Periodicity of vectorial algorithms. The 
Jacobi-Perron algorithm. Convergence of the J.P.A. Periodicity of the J.P,A. Variation of the J.P.A. 
Brun's algorithm. A non-convergent 2-dimensional Brun expansion. Some other algorithms. Chap- 
ter 4: Introduction to some approximation problems. Linear dependence as an approximation 
problem. Best approximations. Periodicity of best approximations. Good approximations. Simul- 
taneous Diophantine approximation. Chapter 5: The 2-dimensional case. The computation of best 
approximations. Preliminary results. The 2-dimensional best approximation algorithm. Further 
discussion of the algorithm and an example. Other convergent algorithms. Application: Units in 
cubic number fields. Chapter 6. The multi-dimensional case. The Szekeres and inner product 
algorithms. Convergent algorithms by induction. Chapter 7: An algorithm .for relative minima. 
Relative minima. Notations and easy cases, A continued fraction algorithm for relative minima. 
Application: Llnits in cubic number fields. Apl~endix. On computer implementation. References 
Register. 
Ivan RIVAL. editor, Ordered Sets, Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Study Institute held at Banff, 
Canada. August 28 to September 12. 1981 (D. Reidel, Dordrecht (Holland)/'.Joston (MA, 
U.S.A.VLondon (Englandl), Published in cooperation with NATO Scientific Affairs Dis ision (1982) 
xx + 968 pp. 
Preface. Participants. Scientilic programme. Part I. Stnwture and Arithmetic of Ordered Sets. B. 
J6nsson: Arithmetic of ~rdered sets. B. A. Davey and D. Duffus: Exponentiation and duality. I. 
Rival: The retract construction. Part IL Linear Extensions. R. Bonnet and M. Pouzet: Linear 
extensions of ordered sets. D. Kelly and W. T. Trotter, Jr.: Dimension theory for ord,~rcd sets. R. L. 
Graham: Linear extensions of partial orders and the FKG inequality. Part IH. 57e¢ Theory and 
Recursion. J. E. Baumgartner: Order types of real nmnbers and other uncountable orderings. E. C. 
Milne~ and M. Pouzet: On the cofinality of partially ordered sets. G. F. McNulty: Infinite ordered 
sets+ a recursivc perspective. Part IV. Lattice Theory. R. P. Dilworth: The role of or'te: ~:- lattice 
~heory, R. Freese: Some order theoretic questions about free lattices and free modtdar la'+~,ces. M
W+ Mislove: An introduction to the theory of continuous lattices. G. Birkhoff: Or~]ere-t sets in 
geometry, (Appendix: A lattice characterization f atline n-space, by M. K. Benne "+) R. Wille: 
Restructuring lattice theory: an approach based on hierarchies of concepts. Part V. I-,~mmeration, D.
B. West: Extremal problems in partially ordered sets. R. W. Ouackenbush: Enumerat on in classes 
of ordered structures. C. Greene: The M6bius function of a partially ordered set. A. BiSrner, A. M. 
Garsia. and R. P. Stanley: An introduction to Cohen-Macaulay partially ordered ~+ets. Part VI. 
Applications of Ordered Sets to Computer Sciences. A. J. Hoffman: Ordered sc~s and linear 
programming. E L. Lawler and J. K. Lenstra: M~~chine scheduling and precedence covstramts. D. S. 
Scott: ~me ordered sets in computer science. Part VIL Applications of Ordered Sets to Social 
Sciences. J. P. Ba~thelemy, C1. Flamem, and B. Monjardet: Ordered sets and social scictaces. K. P. 
Bogart: Some social science applications of ordered sets. Parr VIII. Problem Sessions. l,ltroduction 
by B. Sands and R. E. Woodrow. Order Types. Combinatorics. Linear extensions of tinite ordered 
sets, Scheduling and sorting. Graphs and enumeration. Social science and operations research. 
Recursion and game theory. Order-preserving maps. Lattices. Miscellaneous, Part IX. A Bibliog- 
raplty. Introduction by I. Rival. 
Loth:rX BIJTZ. (~mnectivity in Muhi-(actor Designs, Research al~d Education in Mathematics, edited 
by Karl H. Hofinann and Rudolf Wille (Hcldermann Verlag, Berlin, 1982) 190 pp. 
Acknowledgements I. Outline. 2. Preliminaries, problem forn:ulotion and survey of known results. 
The linear model. Gralms. State of the art. 3. Characterizations of connected esigns by means of 
digraphs with !abeh'd cvcle~. Prerequisites. Row-cohmln designs. Designs for two-way elimination of 
heturogcneity. Fot, r factor designs. Muhifactor designs. 4. Im,~riance properties, reduction ntethods, 
algorithms. I.ists of symbols. Refcretlces. Index. 
